AAPT Winter Meeting

The 2012 AAPT Winter Meeting was held in Ontario, CA February 4 – 8. It cost
some time and money to attend a conventions like this but one gets current information and
contact with colleagues in return. Here is one person’s summary of most of the meeting.
The airplane approached the main airport (one of 9
airports in the immediate vicinity) from the east. Most of
the land in that direction is desert with some oddly placed
evidence of human habitation.
The convention motel (Doubletree) provided trans-

A golf course development miles
from almost anything else.

Garden and swimming
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Same view at night

portation to the well appointed motel .The view of the garden and swimming pool from the room was very
inviting. The central courtyard contained a fountain and some of the larg-

est flowers I have seen.
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It was said that the motel was right next door to the meeting
rooms in the convention center and it was. But both buildings
were so big that the walk from front door to front door was about
three city blocks long. The convention center itself was compact, well
Convention Center Parking

Impressive convention center entrance

maintained, and well designed for meetings of this type with its widely varying meeting room
requirements and with wi fi throughout..

Snack Bar
Hallway in front of exhibit hall

The first view that greeted somebody entering was a line of four AAPT registration
booths.

Registration

The booths were staffed in such a way that registration was quick and all kinds of information about the conference easily available.

Registration Staff

A bulletin board and a table of relevant information were available for conferees

Those at the conference spent much time on Association business. Almost 50 committee meetings were held, some starting at 7 AM and some going as late as 10 PM. The one most
connected with the individual member was that of the section representatives who are con-

Here Marina Milner-Bolotin conducts the section representatives meeting

cerned to make sure that the efforts of AAPT to help physics teachers at all levels are well
known.
The main business of the
governing Council this
year was to select meeting locations and to hear
reports, which included
that of the treasurer who
said there was a small
budget surplus last year
due to careful spending
by the staff,
.
The president, David
Sokoloff, conducts the
Council meeting

The Association secretary, Steve Iona, points out a feature at the Council meeting.

The final Association meeting was not well attended because the main item of business was the passing of the gavel to
the new president, Jill Marshall.
The single most popular feature of the meeting was the
exhibits. They are always an interesting mixture of books, instruments, teaching aids, and personal interactions. The most popular
b o o t h
was that
of Educational
Innovations be- Jill Marshall, the incoming
cause
it president, receives the
was sell- gavel from David Sokoloff.
ing inexpensive physics items useful as demonThe educational Innovations booth

strations as well as being interesting in themselves. The AAPT, of course, had a booth. That
booth displayed printed material designed to help teachers, copies of the physics journals, books
by the speakers, and information on interesting and helpful web sites. Some of the items had

AAPT Booth

The WebAssign booth

special convention pricing. The WebAssign booth was one of several offering various kinds of
homework grading programs.

Snack time in the exhibit hall

Of course there were many textbook vendors as well as distributors of lab equipment.
The exhibit hall also served as a gathering place with mid-morning snacks.

Brian Greene

A highlight of any AAPT national convention is the presentation of awards to prominent
teachers. This year the Richtmyer Memorial Lecture for outstanding contributions to physics
and his ability to communicate those contributions to audiences of all types was presented to
Brian Greene from Columbia University. Brian Greene has written a long list of award winning
books on physics starting with his first book, The Elegant Universe, a Pulitzer Prize finalist.
That list even includes a book for children. He talked about his research in string theory, dark
energy, and alternative universes.
The J. D. Jackson award for excellence in graduate physics education was presented to

Kip Thorne

Kip Thorne from the California Institute of Technology. Kip Thorne has a long history in gravitational research starting with the well known textbook Gravitation, written with John A.
Wheeler and Charles Misner. He explained why black hole physics is entering another golden
age.
A somew h a t
lighter but
very interesting and
popular
lecture
was given
by
Ron
Henderson, who
Ron Henderson

Of course there were hundreds of papers on a range of physics topics, teaching strategies, and physics teaching research at all levels of instruction. It was manifestly impossible to
hear them all.
A group of particular interest addressed the question “What is the Point of the Instructional Lab?” Five teachers described their laboratory arrangements and then, as a panel, commented of questions from the audience.

Lab panelists Mark Masters, Priscilla Laws, Linda Barton, Randy Tagg, Noah Finkelstein

Another session dealt with the implementation of courses using one or the other of two
innovative calculus-based textbooks, Matter and Interactions by Ruth Chabay and Bruce Sherwood and Six Ideas that Shaped Physics by Thomas Moore.

Ruth Chabay discusses her book Matter and Interactions

Oral papers are not the only means of presenting ideas. Poster papers have some distinct advantages. It is easy to read them quickly and pick out the ones in which you are most
interested. Then during the poster sessions, you have the opportunity to talk in detail with the authors. Several poster sections were scheduled. The picture below well illustrates several features of poster paper presentation. The poster presenta-

A poster paper is inspected

tion on the left features information sheets at the bottom which
viewers can take with them.
These typically hold additional
information and author contact
directions. The poster itself is a
large professional production
typically done by the information department of the author’s institution. The paper on the right is a less elaborate production
typically done by the author but no less informative than the larger sheet.
All is not just rushing from one presentation to another. The meeting facilitates interactions between colleagues.

An author
talks
with
his
publisher

A collaboration from widely separated locations discusses a common project

In fact it is not even all physics. One evening was devoted to a concert by a band “The
Out-Laws of Physics” which played several styles of popular music. This band is made up of
five members of the Physics Department at California State Polytechnic University at Pomona.

The Out-Laws
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The return flight from the Ontario airport provided an opportunity to decompress and
review the more useful parts of the meeting.

Leaving Ontario International Airport

